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The music composition portfolio consists of three major works and one song for 
female voices. Each is a self-contained work for different ensembles with individual 
form and extra-musical elements. When determining aspects of the structure and 
pitch organization, I used the circle and the idea of cycles in each work to unite the 
main body of compositions.  
Grab the Brass Ring is a single movement piece for orchestra. The instrumentation is 
for a standard orchestra comprising woodwind pairs with piccolo doubling, four 
horns, two trumpets, three trombones, timpani, two percussionists and strings. The 
title relates to the practice of early twentieth-century carousel riders attempting to 
grab a ring out of the mouths of stationary animals in order to claim a free ride.   
The second work is a song cycle for a capella mixed choir, setting five poems by 
New Zealander Gary McCormick (b.1951) from his book Lost at Sea. The poems 
express a range of human experiences and emotions, in particular love, loss, grief, 
joy, pleasure and excitement. The cycle was composed with a choir of above average 
capability in mind. There is some division of parts throughout, mainly in the soprano 
and alto voices, and a short soprano solo passage in the second song Daughter. 
The third major work, a five-movement piano trio, Dedication to Hildegard, was 
composed as a musical timeline tracing Western music from the Middle Ages to the 
present day. It was composed in recognition of Hildegard von Bingen, widely 
regarded as the first female composer. (In fact, researchers have concluded there 
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were other active composers, but Hildegard was the first woman to break with 
tradition and declare authorship). German born Hildegard (1098 – 1179) entered 
religious life at the age of eight. She was named prioress in 1136 and between 1148 
and 1150 became abbess of an abbey she founded in Rupertsberg near Bingen on the 
Rhine, Germany. She composed plainchant using her own poems which were then 
sung as prayers by the nuns. I sketched a series of pieces, each one containing 
musical elements associated with a specific era, using Hildegard’s name and a 
number system to devise some of the melodies and motifs in the work. 
Fede, Speranza, Amore (faith, hope, love) was written especially for Rosemary 
Turnbull and the Villa Maria College choir Con Brio. The setting is a three stanza 
poem by Italian writer Niccolò Tommaseo (1802 – 1874). The piece was written to 
celebrate the choir’s planned trip to Rome in October 2006 and their success 
achieved in the 2006 National Secondary Schools’ Choral Festival the Big Sing. I 
chose the text for its beautifully descriptive meaning of the three theological virtues 




I find the composition process terrifying and exhilarating; terrifying through having 
to be the source of the inspiration, and exhilarating when it begins to evolve 
satisfactorily. 
When I began this portfolio I was aware it had to meet specific criteria in terms of the 
number of completed works and the mediums employed while needing to be 
authentic and original. As a composer, I have discovered that I need to balance the 
freedom of choice with some self imposed parameters. Initially I decided to use an 
element of predetermined pitch in each work.  This gave me a starting point and it 
worked well for the instrumental pieces, Grab the Brass Ring and Dedication to 
Hildegard.  However, in working on the choral works I quickly realised I needed not 
only to write with the voices and capabilities of the choirs in mind, but also to allow 
the music to flow with the text. My own parameters had become a hindrance and it 
was at that point I decided to abandon all pitch restrictions for these works. 
 
Grab the Brass Ring 
Grab the Brass Ring was inspired through reading a book on the American Carousel. 
My intention was to create a sense of the carousel’s increasing movement and noise 
as it gathers momentum. I also wanted to blend the carousel’s own sounds – its 
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calliope whistles and the hiss and clank of the steam engine – with the characteristic 
sounds of the fairground. 
I began with a seven-note scale (see Ex. 1) from which I created a note row (see Ex. 
2) with retrograde, inversion and retrograde inversion variations. Each of the twelve 
pitches was assigned a number (see Ex. 3). I then drew up matrices (see Ex. 4) and 
generated other secondary sets from the diagonals. Further pitch series were formed 
by tracking a spiral from the centre of a matrix (see Ex. 5 and Ex. 6).  
 
Ex. 1. Seven note scale (see appendix A1).  
 












Ex. 4. Matrices of pitch rows (see appendix A1). 
 
  
     






Ex. 6. Pitch series, clockwise spiral from diagonal rows matrix (see appendix A1).  
 
I then selected particular rows or part rows to use as melodic or harmonic material as 
illustrated in Ex. 7a and Ex. 7b below. The cello motif also forms the basis of the 
sound and motion of the carousel and is present in various transpositions until bar 49, 
reappearing at bar 113 and remaining until the end.  
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Ex. 7a.  Diagonal rows from pitch row matrices (see appendix A1). 
 
 
Ex. 7b. Bars 2– 5; violins from row 1, cellos from row 8.  
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Some departures occur within the use of the note rows; in Ex. 7b, for instance, 
repeated notes are omitted. Ex. 8a, 8b and Ex. 9a, 9b further demonstrate the use of 
pitch sequences formed by spirals. 
 
 






Ex. 8b. Bars 81–85, viola, clockwise spiral from diagonal rows matrix  (see Ex. 
8a). 









Ex. 9b. Bars 107–110, violin 1, row 1; viola, cello and double bass, harmony from first 
two notes of rows 7, 6 and 5 (see Ex. 9a). 
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In Ex. 9b the pitch sequence was used to form both the violin I melody and the 
accompanying lower string parts. 
The first draft of Grab the Brass Ring was approximately ten minutes in duration. I 
needed to remove at least two minutes of material to enable the piece to be 
considered for selection in the Auckland Philharmonia Lion Foundation Composers 
Workshop. The workshop is an annual event for which composers are mentored by 
the orchestra’s resident composer while having their piece rehearsed and recorded. I 
found it difficult to decide which passages to eliminate so I focused instead on 
retaining those that were essential to the structure in terms of momentum or climactic 
interest, and then edited what remained. After being invited to participate in the 
workshop and listening to the recording, I could hear more clearly where the 
momentum faltered and further revision was needed. In addition, I extended the 
climax from around bar 140 and prolonged the ending. 
 In November 2006 I was fortunate in being able to listen to this revised version 
during the NZSO-SOUNZ Readings (New Zealand Symphony Orchestra and Centre 
for New Zealand Music Readings); I could hear that the revisions had strengthened 
the structure, allowing greater textural contrast and giving clearer definition to the 
important musical events.  
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One of the best lessons I learned was the appreciation of the importance of editing 
and revision. In the subsequent works of my portfolio, an evaluation process became 
part of the ongoing development of each composition. 
 
Lost at Sea 
My aim with Lost at Sea was to produce a song cycle with some musical challenges 
that an able choir would enjoy performing. Gary McCormick’s poems evoked 
distinctive New Zealand images for me, both in the metaphors such as ‘Above a vast 
river/ basin,/ scrub and shingle fan’ from Then Your Eyes,  and in the beautiful 
narrative, Daughter: ‘This morning, in cellotape and glue,/ she made me make for 
her/ a kite, with a ten foot tail.’  
Gary’s public persona, as a performer, radio announcer and television presenter, 
intruded as I composed. I was aware that this might influence my interpretation of his 
poems which were in essence personal statements.  While as an entertainer Gary 
gives the impression of playing life for laughs, in his poems a different persona 
emerges. In Roaring Forties, (Hunt, McCormick, McDermott, 11) published shortly 
after Lost at Sea, Gary said:  
When we [Sam Hunt] work together on the stage or in a pub, it’s fun. 
What I enjoy about it is we have a unique, off-beat humour between 
us. The poems are very serious [my italics] – …. We also both seem 
to interact well with people who come along to the show.  
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I wanted to compose in a similar way: serious music that could be delivered with 
vigour and enjoyment. Given the subject of my Grab the Brass Ring, I also enjoyed 
discovering from Roaring Forties that one of Gary’s early jobs was as a merry-go-
round operator. 
 
Dedication to Hildegard 
Hildegard von Bingen was an extraordinary composer who was also a writer, a 
visionary and, in her own way, a politician. I wanted her voice to be heard in a way 
that was not possible in her day. I used the woman’s symbol (see Ex. 10) to create 
several pitch series, which I used as melodic material in my Dedication to Hildegard.  
 
                    
Ex. 10a. Woman’s symbol.  
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Ex. 10b. Hildegard of Bingen matrices with woman’s symbol. 
Pitch sequences were formed from the numbers (one to twelve corresponding to the 
twelve half tones) the symbol crossed through.    
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The source of the original pitch rows was the letters of her name – HILDEGARD 
VON BINGEN (HILDEGARD OF BINGEN) – using The Numbers Book (Spherical, 
23 and 30). I employed several methods to create both simple and complex pitch 
patterns enabling me to represent the differing aspects of the various musical eras. 
The simplest motive (see Ex. 11a) and two examples of its use (see Ex. 11b and Ex. 
11c) are shown below; using German nomenclature; B denotes Bb and H denotes B§, 
letters correspond to pitch names and remaining letters were assigned the tonic 
(derived from the character number in The Numbers Book).   
 
Ex. 11a. Motive derived from name and character number (see appendix A2).                                                                
 
 
Ex. 11b. Bars 1–4, first movement, Abbess. 
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Ex. 11c. Bars19–21, first movement, Abbess.   
 
Ex. 12 illustrates a passage in which all parts are derived from the pitch system 
creating the babble-like sound in Politician; in Ex. 13, however, only the cello, as 
Hildegard, plays part of a pitch sequence while the nuns, represented by the piano, 
accompany her voice.  
 
Ex. 12a. Clockwise circle and cross, violin and cello (see appendix A2).  
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Ex. 12b. Anticlockwise circle and cross, piano (see appendix A2).  
 










Ex. 13b. Bars 253–255; cello, third movement, Poet. 
 
 
Originally I had chosen the names of seven female composers, each living within a 
particular musical period, to convert to pitch rows using the number system. Once I 
had formulated the pitch system, I discovered Hildegard’s name had generated 
sufficient material. I reasoned that if I limited myself to this, I could create a 
composition of greater unity. However, one section from the fifth movement, 
Visionary, contains a reference to the remaining composers, using the simplest form 














Ex. 14b. Bars 538–546, violin and piano, fifth movement, Visionary. 
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Additional material came from one of Hildegard’s own works, De Virginibus, and I 
have used a pitch quotation in the first movement, Abbess, Dedication to Hildegard 
(see Ex. 15a and Ex. 15b). 
 
Ex. 15a. Hildegard von Bingen, De Virginibus, antiphon no. 38. 
 
 
Ex. 15. Bars 54–65, cello, first movement, Abbess. 
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Fede, Speranza, Amore 
Fede, Speranza, Amore, while not being in itself a sacred text, was chosen for its 
seeming religious qualities. I felt that the girls in Con Brio would respond positively 
to a contemporary take on an old message. I sought advice from Daniela Bagozzi, a 
private Italian language tutor, to ensure that the words were set accurately in terms of 
stress and that the music reflected the meaning of the text as a whole.  During our 
first session I discovered some of my settings were unidiomatic. A common error 
was composing music of falling pitch for sentences that in speech required rising 
inflexion. A valuable lesson was learnt in the fundamentals of setting non-English 
texts.  
In accordance to what is increasingly modern practice, I have left the notes beamed to 












Grab the Brass Ring 




























2 flutes (2nd doubling piccolo) 
2 oboes 
2 clarinets in Bb 
2 bassoons 
 
4 horns in F 




percussion (2 players):  
mark tree, glockenspiel, snare drum, 
suspended cymbal, triangle, bass drum, 









































(e = e throughout)
(e = e throughout)
Grab the Brass Ring
Julie Johnson


































































































(3+4)  (3+2)    
(and piccolo)II     
I     
II     
I     
II     

I
    

II
    
     
     
I     
II     

I
    

II
    

III
    
     
     
     

(3+4)  (3+2)  
pp legato




    
pp legato

































   
pp



















































































































































(3+4)  (3+2)    (3+2+2) 
     
     
     
     
     
 
p












     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     

(3+4)
     
ppp
(3+2)




     
      
ppp
        
p
     




     
  

     
  















































































































































(2+3)  (3+2)    (3+2) 
     
  
mp
   
p
           
mf mp
      
pp
     




    
ppp
3 3











      
p
  
     
mf




     


















     
     
     
     
     





















































    
tremolo
ppp






























    
p

     
  














    
p

























































    
mp
    
p


















    
mp
    
p
          
3
      
p

     

pp
             

pp
            
     
mp





     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     





     






























































   
   
    mp

         
      
    

p
       
   
mp
































































   







(2+3)    
mf
      






        
   
mf







     
 
mp
   
ppp
     
       
pp mf

        
       
ppp
    
p
  
      
ppp
     
      
ppp




   
p
    
mp p
  
   con sord.
pp
   
p
    
mp p
  
      
      







      





















      
3 3
          
mp







   
     
3
3 3





     
mp
 
    
tutti
       
   
pp





   
    
mp




       





     
mp




   







































    (3+2)  (3+2) 
     
  
mp
         
mf






    
  
pp
   

mp
    
  
p
   
      
mp
        
3
    
mp
      
    
mp




























     
     
    
                
p

     
     
     
     





























   
mp
        
p
div.
        
                       
   
     


    
mp
 









































































    
mf
  
   
   
Flute
mf





          
mp
  





              

mf
   
f
      
mf
   
cresc.




   
mp
    
mf cresc.




   
mp
         
    
    
    
    
 mute off    
    
    
    
    
























3 3 3 3
      
mp
  
   tutti
mp
   

f
           
mf
        
f
     
3
       
      




     
  








































     
mf




         Piccolo
mp
    
3 3




   

mf
    
   
f
     
mf






      
f












     
 
          

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

mf




     
 
          





     
f








     
f









      mp








   
   
   
   





















tutti     
mp




     
f
div.
   
mf











     
       
mf






    
mf
       
          
mp
   
    
f
  
    
mp


































     
mf














    
mp
     
mf




     
mf
    
mp mf





    
mp
     
mf
    
3 3











     
 




     
 








       mute off 
3   
   
   




   
   

       
mf
    
mp





     




      
  
3 3 3 3 3 3 3
       
f
           
mf
     
3
3
3 3 3 3 3 3
    
      





   

 
   







































     
mp
      
f





    
Flute
mp




        
mf mp







     
mp
     
mf






        
mf mp




    
fp cresc.
     
    
fp cresc.
     
    
    
    
    
    
    
    





   

   
mf
   
   
f
    

pp
   
subito

3 3 3 3 3
3 3










   
        
f









      
f
    
mp sub. cresc.
     











    
       
     
3
   
3
f
   
   
3 mp cresc.








      


























































    
mf
          
 (2+3)
ff
       (3+2) 
mp





       
mf f
      
ff
     
      
      
      
     
      
      
    
ff
        
  
   





   
sfz
 
    




































    








   mute on  








   mute on  
    senza sord.  
ff sfz
 
   mute on  
      
      
   
f










    
    
ff
 




















































































 pizz.        






    
 pizz. 
   










    

































































     
mf





   
p
    
mf





        





       
3
       
       

pp subito
        
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       




        

pp subito
        
       
       
       
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    
mp






























   
pp
      




   
pp








   
p





       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       




       
       
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      
 
mf
   
   
pp
     
   
mf
 
    
p
       
      
      
 
p
    
      
      
      
      
    
con sord.
mp




    
3 3
    
con sord.
mp
            
3
      
      
      
   
wooden sticks
mp
      
      
      
      
     
p
         
 














      
p




      
f
     
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     
     
     
     
     
     
   
mp cresc.
        
  
mf
    
   
mp cresc.
        
  
mf
    
     
     
 
mf
         
f




             
f








      






      
     
 
mf





     













             
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f
      
     

 





   
     




    

             
 
f
















































































       
  
mf
   
mp
           
  
mf
   
mp
           
  
mf
   
mp




   




    
          

     
 
mp
        
   
        





      




    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  




   





    
    
 
(3+2+2)  (3+2+2)  (2+2+3 ) 

mp
        
mf
        
mp






        
mf
        
mp







    
 
   
f
   
    




           
mf
   






























     
(sim.)     
f
  




           
f
  




           
f
  




           
f
  









           
f
  
   
3
   
f
  
       
      
   




   
       
    
   
   
  
 
      
  
    con sord
1.
mf
          
 
    con sord
3.
mf
          
 
    
con sord.
    
    con sord.
mf
       
mp
   
    con sord.
mf
    





    con sord.
     
 
   mf 
    
    

(3+2+2)  (2+2+3)  (sim.)  
  
p
     








     
3




       






     
mf

      
 
      
p
        




    
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      






      




        






    
        
f
 
      
mf







    
con sord. 1.
mf













    





     
mp
  
    
mf
  
    
 
mp




      





   
mf
 
    
 
  
    
    














       
3 3
   











              
 
mp
   
   
  
       
    
    
    

            
    
            
48


















































    
3
   
f

































      
     
       
     
 
      
     
       
     




















 4. mute off 
mf

  con sord.
mp
mf
        
f
    
3 3 3
  con sord. 
mf
  
mute off  
  con sord. 
mf
    
f
  
    
mf
     
  con sord.
mp
    
   
mf
    
  
     
   
  con sord.
mp
   





    
    







         
(2+`4+1)
mf










         
mf












   
    




      
     
    








 up to bar 147
Poco accelerando





























    
        
  








    






    
       
  
    
         
mp mf
      
mp
3
    




    




     

mp
   
mf
 
       





    

mf
      
       
       
     




      
       
       
     




   mute off  
senza sord. a 2.
mp
    
    senza sord. a 2.
mp
 
    
 
   mute off   senza sord.
mp
          

  senza sord. 
mf










        
 mute off  senza sord.
mp
  
       
   
mp
 
      
   mute off 
  senza sord.
mp
  
   




    
     







           
mp






           
mp
    
3 





           
     

  
      
    
f

   
mp
 
   

 
          
    
mp
     
























































(e = e)       
f cresc.
           

mf
     
cresc.
                      
f
     
cresc.





                      
f
     
cresc.










       
f
     
cresc.
           

mf
     
cresc.








              
f cresc.





















      
cresc.






    








    
cresc.
                       
f cresc.









     

























   






              
4 Roto-toms
f
       
   
      
      
      
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         
ff
      
pp3 3
104 105–106





      

112 
q. = 56  
f





    
                  
119 
           
Flute 1 62





   
mf




   
f

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   
3
Poco accelerando
 up to bar 147
140




    
        
   












                























      
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
2–3    
   

7         





    
mp
   
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        
Piccolo
mp







           
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      
mf
 
      
48 
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mf f

































   
   
69 70–79 
pp
    






    







      
p
   
ppp
  





          
f

















        
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  


















           
f

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ff

   
Flute II/Piccolo 70
Poco accelerando


















                       
144
q. = 60
      
f
      
           
146 
q = 92
   
           
fff
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   






       
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
2–3    
   





12     
p
           
mf














   
mf
     
mp






















       
mf
     
p














   
f





    
mp








    
f





q = 106 accel. 
46–47

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mp
    
fp
  




49–50 (q = c140)
D
q = 108






















   
mf
 










      
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 
f















          
            
115    
   
mf
     
f
         
118–120

I q = 84
Più mosso












           
f























     





 up to bar 147

ff






L q. = 58
 
        
mf
    
        
143





                 

q = 92147 
M 149–152

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   
fff

















   













   
pp

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
2–3    
   

7         
A12       
16 













   
ppp
   

p
























    
   
f






      
f
     
mf






    
f
     
mp




















































   
87   
3
   
pp
      
p






       

98    
f
     
102 105–106

     






















121     
mf









           
f
  















     
3
    




 up to bar 147140 
L q. = 58
   
mp mf
     
mp mf
           
144 q. = 60
      
f
  
        

q = 92147 
M 149–152
    
ff
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
2–3    
   

7         
A









      
19 q = 72
Più mosso









   
pp mf





























      
mf






    
mf
    
mp








    
f





q = 106 accel. 
46–48

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
































    
   





   
ppp
  
G94        
mf
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
f
      
mf
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        








    

















           
f
 
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f
 
      





















     
3
    










    
           












                
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   
fff
      













       























     

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
2–3    
   

7         



























       
Più mosso











   
f
       
mf








         
f










q = 9241 42–43

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  







          
      
   
48  
      
ff
     
(q = c140)
51
D q = 108







































    
3
   
Clarinet in Bb II 96









94    
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    
 
   
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118–120 









   




    

125
          






       
      




      
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       





















      

mp
   
mf
 
   
Poco accelerando
 up to bar 147140
    





    

L q. = 58142

mf
                       
144 q. = 60
         
f
  
           

q = 92147 
M 149–152

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 
fff
      
  












       










        
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 
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
2–3    





















13    
     
mf















25–28   
ppp


















    
mf
           
3 3





     
 
 
3 3 3 3




3 3 3 3
Più mosso
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
fp
       
   
      

Bassoon I 103




   
sfz
 
   
(q = c140)
51
D q = 108




58–64    
E q = 132
Più mosso
65–71  3 
Tpt. II
mf
    
f








     
mp
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   
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      
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94       
mf

  3 
  
f












   

q. = 56113   
mf
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   
Bassoon I 105
120 






      
  
    
 





        
   








   
       
   
129   
mf
    




132      
mf
 
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  
       




       
       
  
Poco accelerando
 up to bar 147
140     
     
     


L q. = 58
142
mf




           

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             
        
  
    
Bassoon I 107
152   
    
  
     
      


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   
legato
mp
    















   
p
    
pp










Grab the Brass Ring 






















(e = e throughout)
Grab the Brass Ring
Julie Johnson
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
2–3    












    
p




17–18   






        

Più mosso
q = 7423 B
Più mosso
q = 76
25–28   
ppp
    
110
Più mosso





















     
 
 
3 3 3 3









q = 106 accel. 
45–47 
49–50      
(q = c140)
51
D q = 108





E q = 132
Più mosso
65–71
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    
f
       
mp
      
75      
  
mf
     
mp




81–87    
pp




      
p






    
mf
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  
f






















   
f
 
    
  

I q = 84
Più mosso
121 
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
  











      
    

125 J  
 
    
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  
       




       
       
  
Poco accelerando
 up to bar 147
140     
     





L q. = 58142

   
  
     
   





    







   
 
sempre staccato
       
  
150
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 





      
  
    
Bassoon II 115
152   
    
  
     























   
p
 
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Horn in F I 
 
 
Grab the Brass Ring 





















Horn in F I
(e = e throughout)
Grab the Brass Ring
Julie Johnson
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
2–3     
    

8   
A

































    
mp p

















     
f




























        
mf
   
f
   





     
D q = 108
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   
















        
senza sord.
mf
  3  
99  102–106
f
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  






























    
con sord.
mf


















 up to bar 147
140 















          
 

q = 92147 
M 149–150

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
ff
      






     
fff
   mute on  







 con sord.          
157 159–161
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   
pp
     
ppp
  
Horn in F I 122
  
 
Horn in F II 
 
 
Grab the Brass Ring 





















Horn in F II
Grab the Brass Ring
(e = e throughout) Julie Johnson
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
2–3    
   

7         







17–20 q = 7221–22
      
ppp
  3 3

Più mosso






   
p
















33–34   
pp




























   senza sord.
mf
   
f
   





  mute on    
D q = 108
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




















        
mf
    


















q = 84121  
123–126

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  













   











   
Poco accelerando






    
 





    
   
  




         
ff
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   






     
fff
 
 mute on  
















       
173 P
    
p
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    
ppp
  
Horn in F II 128
  
 
Horn in F III 
 
 
Grab the Brass Ring 





















Horn in F III
(e = e throughout)
Grab the Brass Ring
Julie Johnson
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
2–3    
   

7         






17–20 q = 72
Più mosso
21–22













   
p









    
mp p

















     
f



















q = 10645–46 accel. 

  senza sord.
p
    
mf
   
f
   





     
D q = 108
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 




   
G













         
mute on 
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  





































 up to bar 147
140 













      
f
     
146 
q = 92
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    




























       
173 P
   
p
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    
ppp
  
Horn in F III 134
  
 
Horn in F IV 
 
 
Grab the Brass Ring 





















Horn in F IV
Grab the Brass Ring
(e = e throughout)
Julie Johnson
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
2–3    
   

7         












     
ppp
  3 3

Più mosso





   
p
    
mp p










30 q = 84
Più mosso
33–34    
pp












     
f
   














   
f
     
ff sfz

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 




















   
 














         
mute on 
Meno mosso
q = 80107–108  
110–111  








q = 84121  
123–126

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  













   





























    
   
  




         
ff
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   


























      
172 P
    
p
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    
ppp
  
Horn in F IV 140
  
 
Trumpet in C I 
 
 
Grab the Brass Ring 





















Trumpet in C I
(e = e throughout)
Grab the Brass Ring
Julie Johnson
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
2–3    
   

7         
A
12   
15–16 
17–20



























  Hns. mp














      
mf
      mute off
3 3
Più mosso
















mute on  
50 (q = c140)
D q = 108
A tempo
Meno mosso
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 










   
mf




    
f



















f Fl.    Tpt.   senza sord.
   
mf
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 
pp
mute on   

























   













    
mf

















          


L q. = 58
142

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
mf
                        




             










      
fff
 
 mute on  








       





    
  
p
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   
Trumpet in C I 146
  
 
Trumpet in C II 
 
 
Grab the Brass Ring 





















Trumpet in C II
(e = e throughout)
Grab the Brass Ring
Julie Johnson
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
2–3    
   

7         
A12   
15–16 
17–20



























 3 Hns. mp















    
mf










q = 106 accel. 
45–47 









   
(q = c140)51
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 





   
              
3 3
73
     
f








   con sord.
mp




   
pp

mute off     

97     
senza sord.
mf
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 













































 up to bar 147
140 









     
143

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           
Trumpet in C II 151
































                
158 159–161
O
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  






Grab the Brass Ring 






















(e = e throughout)
Grab the Brass Ring
Julie Johnson
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
2–3    
   

7       










    
B24
Più mosso






         
28
Più mosso
q = 78 q = 80
Più mosso










q = 8835 C
Più mosso





q = 106 accel. 



































      
77 











   




    
mf











































con sord.    
mf
       
mp










    
mf
  








    
f
  
    
mf





 up to bar 147









        
mf






       
f
     










    

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
2–3    
   

7         
A12      

15–16 






















q = 8835 C
Più mosso
q = 90 37–40   
Più mosso
q = 9241 42–43
Più mosso
q = 106 accel. 
45–48    

49 (q = c140)   
D
q = 108




58–64   
















       
78 








81–85  con sord.
mp





mute off  
G94        
senza sord.
mf
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    
   
130 
mp




      
       
133–134  con sord.
mp
    
   
mf




137    






    
Poco accelerando
 up to bar 147140      
mp
 
      

L q. = 58
142 
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mf

    
  




















   


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
2–3     
    

8   



















33–34     

Più mosso





q = 92 42–43      
Più mosso










58–64       
165





















      
3  

95    
senza sord.
mp
  3     
mf


























     
 
mf
   
  
    
124




   




















132   
 
   
mp
   
   
136 K       









 up to bar 147140 
L q. = 58

 








    
  




     






       
150
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senza sord.
fp













168   
Ritardando... (to end)
170–173
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
2–3   
  














   





























31–32   
Più mosso
q = 8433 
Più mosso
q = 88   
C Più mosso
q = 9036 37–40
Più mosso
q = 92









   

   
mf
   
        
3 3 3 3 3
44
Più mosso
q = 106 accel. 

f
    

pp











A tempo Meno mosso
52–56 








E q = 132
Più mosso
65–67    wooden sticks
69
mp
       
mf
     











       
mp







94    
pp



















   
Timpani 172
H q = 80
Meno mosso
107–108    
  
ppp
   

q. = 56113 114–115 
mf

    

116   
p
    
      
      
   
119  

















 up to bar 147



















   
Timpani 173

L q. = 58142 
mf
          
q. = 60145 
q = 92
         
f
   

M148           





      
 
     
 
      
 
   
152     
      
 
    
fff

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Julie Johnson










   
 











     

















































19 q = 72
Più mosso
















































































































     


49 (q = c140)

f

















































































    














   





























   

f
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        
3
Percussion 180










Bass Drum     
mf
       
pp
 










       
     
      










         
         
    
    







      
      
     

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f








































   






































   
q. = 60
145   
      
      




q = 92147 

M
                   

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 Snare Drum
f
          
Percussion 183
149           
ff
               
 
             

 
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ff
          
151           
 

















           























    
   
 Hns.mp

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      
pp
legato





6         
ppp










































             
mp

















   
     
pp
 
     
28
Più mosso





































































     
mp




       
mf








    
mf
   




















































































D q = 108
A tempo Meno mosso
53–56 































    
p
   
mf
78   
mp
    














   
3









       
mp
   
G
94   
  3    
p

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mf
      

98  
   
f
     
ff
















     
    
mf




          

mf
        3
114                







                   
119 

































         














 up to bar 147140 
L q. = 58
     
mp
     
mf
(e = e)
        
143





    
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fff
           
Violin I 192







       
         
      
  
158
     
mf
  
        

mp
      
O
162
    




       
166      




   

Ritardando... (to end)170
    
mp
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   
pp
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(e = e throughout)
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      
pp
legato





6         
ppp






           
tremolo
ppp





































     
mp
 






       
p
   
mp






     
p
div.
          
 
Più mosso
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mf
     
f
div.







    
mp
     









      
  





      
44
Più mosso
q = 106 accel. 

f
    
mp
subito
     

 
       















































A tempo Meno mosso
53–56 























        
mf









   
p





    


































      
3
G






































































         

123
   
mf
      
mp
    
mf

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  



































     
mp
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Lost at Sea 
 
 




1. The Sorrow of the Lighthouse Keeper SATB.........     
2. Daughter SSATB………………………………….................... 
3. Then Your Eyes SSAATB……………………………….... 
4. The Desert SATB………………………………………….... 
















 The Sorrow of the Lighthouse Keeper 
No one plans for this; to wake one day 
In a tower of light. 
Climbing the steeply curving stairs 
with the clang, clang of tin feet. 
 
But now I am, what I am. 
I search for broken boats. 
Polish the shiny glass lens. 
Stare at the red rocks. 
 
‘Always keep a  
weather eye open’, 
my grandfather said to me. 
I live for the changing weather 
and the breath of the cruel sea. 
 
The rest is all a paperweight. 
A sum too small to count. 
I’d rather be blind by a great light 



















You should hear my daughter sing: 
“O Little Town of Bethlehem”. 
Head back, she bellows 
about the baby Jesus. 
 
All this from the back  
of my old Holden. 
This morning, in cellotape and glue, 
she made me make for her 
 
a kite, with a ten foot tail. 
This will never fly, I thought. 
She took me out. 
It was a proud procession: 
 
kite, my daughter and I, 
tangled string running all the way 
to the sun. 
She stood on top of the old Holden 
 
and sure enough, a gust struck. 
The kite went up  
to the top of tree. 
“Spot’s kite got stuck too,” 
 
she said, “but Kanga bounded up 
and got it down.” 
We went inside then 
with our piece of string. 
 
It didn’t matter. She will sing 
another song. No one 
can stop her. 
 
 





Then Your Eyes 
Then your eyes go. 
I have seen them 
Search the walls, the ceilings. 
Looking for a way. 
Flickering, gaining momentum. 
 
Through the window, out beyond 
the crowd. 
I quietly urge you on. 
You pause before takeoff. 
Your sighs fill the room. 
 
In an instant, you are gone. 
Out over the valley 
of sadness. 
Under the sky of pain. 
There, to hover. 
 
Above a vast river 
basin, 
scrub and shingle fan. 
Exhilarated, bright, almost 
invisible, 
 
Like a moon caught napping 
by the sun. 
A pale shadow and  
happy to be that. 











Over the desert a fire is burning. 
 
Over the desert a fire is burning. 
 
It begins with the throat. 
It hurts the eyes. 
 
It rains. 
It rains so heavily, it can knock 
the grass-green eyes out of cats. 
 
I knew a woman once 
who sat at her window. 
She became so lonely one night 
she dissolved into rain 
and fell from my walls, 
    
The ceilings, 
caught on the fittings 
And drip-dropped 
all the way down to my shoes. 
The last time I saw those eyes a-new. 
 
Over the desert a wind is howling. 
My eyes are going, my hands are 
blistered. 
The room is burning. 
 
Soon it will rain. 
It must. 
Then it will happen again and again 









Lost at Sea 
The dog is at my felt, curled up 
beneath the desk 
but ever watchful. 
 
The room I occupy was once 
a bedroom in which 
people made love. 
 
Across the grass outside 
is a gnarled tree 
I must chop down in March. 
 
Beyond the tree, the road. 
Beyond the road, the roaring ocean 
drowns the words. 
 
Who would have thought that 
drowning 
could produce such ecstasy? 
To the point where 
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  
to my shoes.

































   
ing.-































   
ing.-






























des ert- a wind
  
is howl
















des ert- a wind
  
is howl


















des ert- a wind
  
is howl
















des ert- a wind
  
is howl












































   
tered.
    



























































   
It must.
  















   
It must.
  















    
Soon it will rain.






























    

gain and a gain
  
- and a gain
  
- and a gain
  










gain and a gain
  
- and a gain
  
- and a gain
  
- and a gain.
f
    
- Ov er- the
  

Soon it will rain.
    
Soon it will rain.


















       
ing.-





   
ing.-
   

fire is burn
   
ing.-




des ert- a fire
  
is burn
   
ing.-
      

fire is burn
   
ing.-


























    








is at my feet,




















is at my feet,
      
curled up







































- was once a bed























- was once a bed













































     






















  (    )bq
Ah
pp








   
Ah
pp    

Ah





























































      
mf
    
mp



































































      
ing- - -

























     
mp
where you want noth













    
Ah
mp












































1. Abbess…………………………………………....................  
2. Composer…………………………………………………..  































The following passage and similar ones occurring throughout the work may be 
played a piacere; the performer does not need to follow the rhythm strictly. 
 
 











Maestoso q = 46
















        
        
3 3
    

Nobilmente
   







                    

   
   
   
8
Copyright © Julie Johnson 2007

    

p a capriccio
                        
3
    





















    
mp

        
mp
           
3
   






     
 
p













         
3

















         
   





   
    

mf
   
      
 


















      
mp
          
       
mp
          




















    
mp





    
mp



































2 Andante q = 80






               
pp
  
   
pp
































     
263
39
   





    














     
   
mp
    
 








                  
mp
   
 


























     
   
   




         




   
   
    
265
3 A tempo  q = 80






    
mf

























       
f
    






















    
3






























      
     
mp

























   
mf
   
  
mp
   
     
mf mp


















        

mf
         
mp



























      

mf
              
mp




        

   
71
  
       
      
3


















    
f
   
3


















         
3




            
mf
            3







         
mf





   
  
mf
               
p

       
  





      
pp






   














   


     

pp
     
mp
 












          
mf





       

f






        
f











           
3








   
89
    
mf
     
    
mf
      
  
     
    

       
3
91
       




           
     










       
mp
    





    
mp
        
 













    
       

 




                   
97

   


























   





   





    
p
    
     
     





       
        
  pizz.
pp
    
     





       

p
   

pp sempre leggiero
        
p
    
                
119 7


















    
        
123





   
   
mp
 
   
mp
         




     
mf
 
    
                 
                
131
       
p subito














      
         













                 




       
mf
      
   
mf
   
  
mf
      






arco   
 arco   
 
  




       
      

f
       

























      





           
pizz.
mp




               
   
 













             
        






        

p
               













         

               









       

        




















   








             

mp
pizz.    
    
     
169
    
 
   

mp
             
                        
172




    

mf
    
      







     
p








   
p
     
3 3
















         
3 3






  arco  
  
mf
    arco  

mp
        
mf
    
3 3 3 3
    
            











   

pp






   
          





    
 
f









                
  


















          






     
        
ff
       


    
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14 Largo, Rubato q = 50
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Adagio q = 60
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18 q = ca162  (e = e throughout)
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poco accel. A tempo  q = 80
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16 poco accel. 
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        
3
9
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           





       
mf





            
p
        
A tempo
19  




22        
mf
   
      
        
28  
mp
          
mf
    
mp
   
p
   
pp

2 Andante q = 80
34–48  









              
          
59   
f








   
64     
mp
   
mf




                 
73     
f














   
83
mf
              
f








90    
f





       














    
p




















   
139   
mf




       
     
151pizz.
mp
   
   
      
          

















     
mp
     
182 10
mf
 arco  
p
   

f





              
196    
ff
            
mp











    
     
    
214      




      
 
219         
f
 
           


















     
mf
   
240 13   
       
f
         
247
mf
                 
f
   






         
mp
      
3 3
3
256   
mf
          
mp






     
267       
f
         
mp




Adagio q = 60
A tempo















   
             
288 
q = 68
          
ff




     
      








    
f





     
mf
         
          
3
3 3

































        

314     
pp
pizz.             

318         
mp
     

320    
pp
                 
mp
        
325 
19
       
mf






    

329        
mf
    
331   
pp
           
mp
         
   
f
     

336   
20
        
mf
     
pp




341                  

344   
p






     




     
mf
   






356–362    





371–373   
374   
f
              








   
   
f

       

23
383    
     
    











        


393 24            
f
              

399   
ff
         









               
410     
f




416         
mf
           

26
419            
          
 
425        
      
ff








   
`p
          
mf
    
435                  
f
              

439             
 
ff
            

28






   
    
ff
   

446         














         
460 
462–468 








            
  
474  































      
mp










529      
mp
      
p3
534   
mp
   
mf












   
f
     
mp
   
547       
mf
     
551 36 
mp
     
mf f





rit. Tempo primo q = 84





   
558  
p
    
f
             
561        
mf




                  
       
3





571 37    
3  
f










  3 
p
   
mp
    
mf






      

ff
























Maestoso q = 46















p come da lontano
        
        
3 3
    

Nobilmente
   







                    

   
   
   
8
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
    

p a capriccio
                        
3
    






        
mf
   

mp
                         
mf
       
3 3
3 3 3
   








     
  
mp
            
p
        
    














         
mp
            
3 3
         
mp
     
    




    
mf
   
    
    
mf
   
      
 


















      
mp
          
       
mp
          
























    
mp
   
p




    
mp
   
p
   
pp




    









Andante q = 80
Andante q = 80
34

   
   

p a capriccio






     

   
pp









    







           
p
   
mp
 










    
    
       
mf
   
   
mp
     
mf




    

    

     
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
   
   
      
mp




   















             
     
     





A tempo  q = 80
A tempo  q = 80

 
   
mf
   
mp
    
mf





               
    



















       
f
      
mf
    
3
        
f

































      
mf







        
mp
 
     
mp






























    
mp
        
  
mf






































      

mf
              
mp




        






       
          
f
   
3 3
           












     

f













         
f
         
3






         
mf
          
mf
     3

     
f








     

mf
     

        
p
              
pp








   
















   
mf




       

pp
     
mp

              
mf













         
pp
    
 
mf
   
  

        
f
      
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           
mf
          
3
           
mf
    
f
f
     
3
        
          




      










           
mp
    






            
mp
        
        










   
pp
    

    
































     
mp
     





      





    
pp
       
        
p
     
   pizz.
pp
    
p
  
      
pp
          
      
 legato






























      
mp
   





   
     
    
                   





        
p subito
      
mp
  














       
3
mp
      
   
             
              
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      
         
mf
     
arco
 
     
mf
   arco 
           
mf
       
                     







       
      
   
f
       


























              






       
f
   









   
   
      
      

mp
      
mf
            
p
        
   
 
           























                      


            
          

                
   




















    
       
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    
 
   

mp
             









       





    
    
f
     





     
mf










     
mp
   
mf




       
mf
        
mp
            
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

























               
          








     
 
f








   
                
  









   
 pizz.
mp





                
   





        
   
ff
          

      
ff
                     
                                    






         
  
mp
         
      
mp
                                 





















     

        
               
  













       
   
 
f
    
  
    
f



































   
       
   
   
 
  
     
  
   










































            
          
            
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    
   
 






                   
f
   
   





   





          





                   
ff
        







             
 pizz.
mf






     






      








                     





      
 
mp
   arco

mf




















                    
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q = c168  (e = e throughout)
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Fede, Sperenza, Amore 
 
In povera capanna amico scende 
Ospite il sole; e il verde in ciel si vede: 
Varca i fiumi lo sguardo, i monti ascende: 
 Ecco la Fede. 
 
Se del suo canto e il viator consola 
L’uccel volando, e l’aure e il ciel non teme: 
Posa sul ramo e canta, e poi rivola: 
 Ecco la Speme. 
 
Della luce di Dio poche scintille 
Empiono i cieli immensi; e a quel calore 
Spuntano i mondi, come foglie, a mille: 









Faith, Hope, Love1 
 
To the lowly hut, as welcome visitor2 
the sun comes, and the green is seen in the sky: 
the gaze lifts over rivers, rises to the mountains: 
 This is Faith. 
 
If, with its song, the bird consoles the traveller, 
and does not fear3 the wind nor the sky: 
it lands on a branch then flies away again: 
 This is Hope. 
 
A few sparks of the light of God 
fill the immense skies, and at that warmth 
the worlds are born, like leaves, in the thousands: 
 This is Love. 
 
Annotated translation by Daniela Bagozzi 2006, used with kind permission.  
                                                          
1
 Note:  this translation is as literal as stet.  For an excellent poetic translation, see 
  An Anthology of  Italian Lyrics, p. 105. 
2
 as friend 
3
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     

































































    
    
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Scales, pitch rows, pitch sequences and matrices from early workings of 
Grab the Brass Ring and Dedication to Hildegard. 
 




Appendix A1: Scales and pitch rows, Grab the Brass Ring.
Seven note scale with transpositions
      
 T1       
 T2       
 T3       
 T4       
 T5      

 T6      

 T7     
 
 T8       
 T9       
 T10       
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
























































 T3       
 T4       
 T5       
 T6       
 T7       
 T8       
 T9       
 T10       
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
429
 Original















 T1       
 T2       
 T3       
 T4       
 T5       
 T6       
 T7       
 T8       
 T9       
 T10       
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
430
 Original















 T1       
 T2       
 T3       
 T4       
 T5       
 T6       
 T7       
 T8       
 T9       
 T10       
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
431
 Original















 T1      
 T2       
 T3       
 T4       
 T5       
 T6       
 T7       
 T8       
 T9       
 T10       
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
432
 






























































































+11  +5  -4  -8 
+7  -11 
+/-0
 

















Clockwise spiral from diagonal rows, seven pitch row matrices
      
        
        
        
        
        
     
  
    
   
 
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows




Anitclockwise spiral from original row matrix
     

   
    
        
        
        
        
 
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
435
 
Clockwise spiral from original row matrix
      
        
       

        
        
        
 
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
436
 
Anitclockwise spiral from retrograde row matrix
      
        
        
        
        
      
 
 
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows




Clockwise spiral from retrograde row matrix
      
        
        
        
        
        
 
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
438
 
Anticlockwise spiral from retrograde diagonal row matrix
  
   
 
      
        
     
  
   
    
 
      
 
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
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 
Clockwise spiral from retrograde diagonal row matrix
      
        
        
        
        
        
 
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
440
 
Anticlockwise spiral from inversion row matrix
      
        
  
     
        
        
        
 
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
441
 
Clockwise spiral from inversion row matrix
      
        
      
 
   
    
 
      
  
     
 
Grab the Brass Ring scales` and pitch rows
      
442
 
Anticlockwise spiral from retrograde inversion row matrix
      
   
    
        
        
        
        
 
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
443
 
Clockwise spiral from retrograde inversion row matrix
      
        
      
 
        
        
        
 
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
444
 Original
Original scale with transpositions beginning with original pitches of original scale 
      
 T1       
 T4       
 T5      

 T7     
 
 T10       
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
445
 T2
Original pitch row with transpositions beginning with original pitches of original scale in 










+3  -4 
-2
 T3       
 T6       
 T7       
 T9       
 Original       
 T1
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
      
446
 Original
Original pitch row with transpositions beginning with original pitches of original scale in















 T9       
 T7       
 T1       
 T3       
 T6       
 T2
Grab the Brass Ring scales  and pitch rows
      
447
 Original





























 T1              
 T2              
 T3              
 T4              
 T5              
 T6              
 T7              
 T8              
 T9              
 T10              
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
             
448
 Original





























 T1              
 T2        
     
 T3              
 T4              
 T5        
     
 T6              
 T7              
 T8              
 T9              
 T10              
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
             
449
 Original





























 T1              
 T2              
 T3              
 T4              
 T5         
    
 T6              
 T7              
 T8              
 T9              
 T10              
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
             
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 Original
Retrograde Inversion of Original pitch row extended by retrograde inversion: 





























 T1              
 T2              
 T3              
 T4              
 T5              
 T6              
 T7              
 T8              
 T9              
 T10              
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
             
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 Original

















 T1        
 T2      
 
 T3      
 
 T4      
 
 T5        
 T6        
 T7      
 
 T8        
 T9      
 
 T10        
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows




Pitch row with rogue A# with transpositions beginning with pitches of pitch row in order










+3  +2  -6 
-2
 T3      
 
 T6        
 T7      
 
 (T8         )
 T9      
 
 Original        
 T1
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
       
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 Original
Pitch row with rogue A# with transpositions beginning with pitches of pitch row in order

















 T9      
 
 T7      
 
 T1        
 T3      
 
 T6        
 ( T8         )
 T2
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows





































 T1              
 
 T2      
       
 
 T3              
 
 T4              
 
 T5              
 
 T6              
 
 T7      
       
 
 T8              
 
 T9      
       
 
 T10              
 
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
     


































 T1         
      
 T2         
      
 T3         
      
 T4         
      
 T5         
      
 T6         
      
 T7         
      
 T8         
      
 T9         
      
 T10         
      
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
        
      
456
 Original

































 T1          
    
 T2          
     
 T3          
     
 T4          
     
 T5          
     
 T6          
     
 T7          
     
 T8          
     
 T9          
     
 T10          
     
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows
         
     
457
 Original
Retrograde Inversion of pitch row with rogue A# extended by retrograde inversion:

































 T1             
  
 T2     
       
  
 T3             
  
 T4             
  
 T5             
  
 T6             
  
 T7     
       
  
 T8             
  
 T9     
       
  
 T10             
  
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows




Retrograde Inversion of pitch row with rogue A# extended by retrograde inversion

































 T1             
  
 T2     
       
  
 T3             
  
 T4             
  
 T5             
  
 T6             
  
 T7     
       
  
 T8             
  
 T9     
       
  
 T10             
  
 T11
Grab the Brass Ring scales and pitch rows






Grab the Brass Ring 
Seven note row matrices 
460 
 
ORIGINAL             RETROGRADE         
                              
1 2 3 4 5 6 7   7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
2 6 12 8 1 5 9   6 8 3 10 9 4 12 
3 12 7 11 8 4 2   5 3 12 7 11 8 4 
4 8 11 7 12 3 5   4 10 7 1 6 11 9 
5 1 8 12 6 2 10   3 9 11 6 1 7 10 
6 5 4 3 2 1 11   2 4 8 11 7 12 3 
7 9 2 5 10 11 12   1 12 4 9 10 3 8 
                              
INVERSION           RETROGRADE INVERSION     
                              
1 5 10 9 2 6 8   11 12 3 2 5 4 8 
5 6 11 7 1 2 4   12 1 5 10 9 2 6 
10 11 8 12 7 9 5   3 5 6 11 7 1 2 
9 7 12 8 11 10 2   2 10 11 8 12 7 9 
2 1 7 11 6 5 3   5 9 7 12 8 11 10 
6 2 9 10 5 1 12   4 2 1 7 11 6 5 
8 4 5 2 3 12 11   8 6 2 9 10 5 1 
                              
RETROGRADE DIAGONAL       DIAGONAL ROWS       
                              
12 11 10 5 2 9 7   1 6 7 7 6 1 12 
11 1 2 3 4 5 6   7 8 12 1 1 12 8 
10 2 6 12 8 1 5   12 1 6 7 7 6 1 
5 3 12 7 11 8 4   1 6 8 8 6 1 11 
2 4 8 11 7 12 3   11 1 6 8 8 6 1 
9 5 1 8 12 6 2   7 5 8 7 8 5 7 
7 6 3 4 3 2 1   1 4 11 1 11 4 1 
        
8 2 7 8 7 2 8 
        
















  B = Bb    H  =  B§
  Any letter not belonging to musical alphabet = pitch of corresponding character number from The Numbers Book
  referred to as tonic.
Appendix A2: Pitch sequences and matrices, Dedication to Hildegard.
Motives derived from letters of women's names
Tonic from each of the seven women's names
      
 
H
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































     
Kabala System     
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
       
     
             
             





     
Kabala System
     
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
 
Hildegard von Bingen; Bingen





     
Kabala System
     
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
 
Hildegard von Bingen; Bingen





     
Kabala System
     
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
 
Hildegard von Bingen; Bingen
           
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 
Woman's symbol from matrices
Clockwise circle and cross
                    
 
           
           

                    
    
                     
    
                    
                    
 
Anticlockwise circle and cross
                      
 
                         
             
          
                
       
                    
 
Hildegard von Bingen
                  
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 
Circles from matrices, additional sequences
Circle: Inversion Retrograde
                 
     
               




                     
     
                        











































































































































































































       
        
  
 
Hildegard von Bingen 
                     
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Appendix C1: University of Canterbury Chronicle  




















Appendix C2: phil news, newsletter of the Auckland Philharmonia 
































(From top, left to right) NZSO-SOUNZ Readings 11th Session : November 2006 
Chris Adams, Ross Harris and Helen Bowater conferring; Stephan Prock, Ross Harris 
and Julie Johnson studying; Hamish McKeich conducting; saxophonist Simon Brew 
soloing; Claire Cowan, Anthony Young, Chris Adams and Alison Grant 
contemplating; Anthony Young inspirating; Claire Cowan and Helen Bowater 
concentrating; and Michael Vinten enjoying what he has heard.  
 
 













Ross Harris and Julie Johnson.     
 
                              














1MRI scanning an aid to premature babies’ development
Inside your Chronicle
3. Major funding boost for NCRE research.
5. Oxford exchange beckons for three 
UC academics.
8. Platform arts festival under way.
Continued on page 2.
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Chronicle
The use of magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) to monitor the brain development of 
babies born premature will improve the early 
identification of children at risk of serious 
neurodevelopmental problems such as 
cerebral palsy, severe cognitive delay, vision 
and hearing problems.
These findings by lead author Associate 
Professor Lianne Woodward (Psychology), Dr 
Nicola Austin (Christchurch Women’s Hospital) 
and colleagues in Australia and the US were 
published for the first time this week in the 
prestigious New England Journal of Medicine.
The study involved tracking the development 
from birth to age two years of 167 babies 
born very premature (30 weeks or less) at 
Christchurch Women’s Hospital and the Royal 
Women’s Hospital in Melbourne.
As part of the study, the infants underwent 
an MRI scan at 40 weeks gestation, the age at 
which most infants are typically born. 
Two years later the infants were assessed by a 
team of developmental and medical specialists 
for a range of serious neurodevelopmental 
problems. These included cerebral palsy, severe 
cognitive delay, severe psychomotor delay, 
visual and hearing impairments. 
The study compared the clinical usefulness of 
abnormal findings on an MRI scan, particularly 
in the white matter or cabling networks of the 
brain, with other measures that are currently 
used clinically. The findings showed MRI was 
superior to all other measures in predicting 
outcome.
Professor Woodward says a premature birth is 
extremely stressful and worrying for parents, 
who are understandably very concerned about 
their child’s future.
“It is important to give parents some guidance 
as to what they might expect as well as help 
identify as accurately as possible which 
children are at greatest risk. This is essential if 
we are to ensure they get the help and support 
they need.”  
Dr Austin, Clinical Director of the Neonatal 
Unit at Christchurch Women’s Hospital, says 
predicting the future after premature birth is 
difficult based on clinical parameters alone. 
“What this follow-up study tells us is that if a 
baby’s MRI scan is normal we can be confident 
in reassuring parents that their child’s 
outcome will be good. However, if a baby’s MRI 
scan shows clear signs of abnormality then we 
can, with a high degree of confidence, say that 
we ought to at least continue to monitor this 
child or refer them to early intervention if this 
is available.”
Professor Woodward says the findings are a 
starting point for further work.
“While these results are promising in terms 
of the early detection of high-risk premature 
children, this is only one piece of an important 
puzzle. Now that we can identify these 
children, we need to develop research-based 
strategies to help them and their families 
during early childhood and the school years. 
Key to this is the need to better understand 
how a child’s social, family and schooling 
experiences can help them overcome the 
challenges of being born too early.”
Professor Woodward is also working on a new 
research project which has received funding 
worth more than $760,000 from the Health 
Research Council.
The project will examine the effects of 
childhood exposure to family violence on 
an individual’s later parenting attitudes and 
behaviour towards their own children.
Associate Professor Lianne Woodward with a premature baby at Christchurch’s Southern Cross Hospital. 
2MRI scanning an aid to
premature babies’ development 
continued from page 1.
Health check for University’s health and safety system
The University of Canterbury’s Health and 
Safety procedures have undergone their own 
“health check” recently.
Health and Safety advisors Graham Hodgson 
and Sharon Butt joined the Human Resources 
Department a year ago and have been busy 
carrying out a thorough examination of 
the University’s existing health and safety 
processes.
The Health and Safety Unit has now written its 
prescription for more consistency, cohesion 
and sustainability in the University’s health 
and safety system.
The advisors have developed a University-wide 
Workplace Health and Safety Management 
Plan, which was recently endorsed by the 
Senior Management Team and has now been 
posted on the HR Intranet.
“It gives the direction for the University to go 
forward for the next three years with the goal 
of achieving best practice in workplace safety 
management,” Mr Hodgson said.
The review revealed that health and safety 
processes were fragmented across the 
University and there was room for improvement 
with a more consistent approach.
“It’s about making sure hazards are managed 
in the same way across campus, using the 
same processes whether you’re at Mt John 
Observatory or in a studio in Fine Arts on 
campus.”
Once put into action, the plan will ensure 
compliance with the relevant health and 
safety legislation, in addition to providing 
the framework to pass an independent audit 
to gain entry to one of the ACC levy discount 
programmes.
The main elements of the plan are: employer 
commitment to safety management practices; 
employee participation in health and safety 
management; planning, review and evaluation; 
hazard identification, assessment and 
management; information, training and 
supervision; incident and injury reporting, 
recording and investigation; emergency 
planning and readiness; and management of 
contractors.
From this one umbrella policy, Mr Hodgson 
and Mrs Butt are also working on updating 
the various forms and guidelines on 
specific areas of health and safety such as 
hazardous substances, emergency planning, 
rehabilitation and event management.
A Health and Safety Advisory Group, chaired by 
Human Resources Director Paul O’Flaherty and 
comprised of a number of senior management 
and academic staff, was established two 
months ago to make recommendations on 
elements arising from the wider plan.
The Workplace Safety Management Plan can be 
viewed by staff on the University Intranet.
Health and Safety advisors Graham Hodgson and Sharon Butt 
visit a chemistry laboratory to help staff with 
hazard identification.
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Dr Bruce Hunt (Civil Engineering) has received 
an Outstanding Contribution Award from 
Environment Canterbury (ECan) in recognition 
of his influence on the management of 
Canterbury’s water resources. 
The award was presented during Environment 
Canterbury’s monthly council meeting on 27 
July in recognition of Dr Hunt’s “outstanding 
contribution to the understanding of 
groundwater in Canterbury” through his 
teaching, project supervision and research.
Environment Canterbury Chairman Sir Kerry 
Burke said the regional council had particularly 
benefited from Dr Hunt’s work and legacy. 
Dr Hunt, a reader in civil engineering, 
has taught and undertaken research on 
groundwater flow and fluid mechanics at the 
University for more than 30 years. While he 
officially retired in January, he has continued 
to keep his hand in with a spot of lecturing 
and, while most of his work is now done from 
ECan award for Canterbury groundwater expert
home, he comes in occasionally to use campus 
facilities for his research.
With his undergraduate teaching and graduate 
research supervision he has made a large 
contribution to the development of New 
Zealand expertise in groundwater hydrology. 
Many of his graduate students have tackled 
practical groundwater problems within 
the region while others have undertaken 
research projects which have contributed 
to Environment Canterbury’s resource 
investigation programme. 
Dr Hunt’s interest in solving practical 
problems is strongly reflected in his prolific 
research work which is well known and 
respected internationally. Two thirds of his 75 
journal papers involve the mathematics of 
groundwater flow and have often developed 
as a response to real problems facing New 
Zealand practitioners.
Dr Hunt said the award meant a great deal to 
him.
“I have worked with ECan staff, and even helped 
train a few of their staff, ever since 1974 when 
ECan was known as the North Canterbury 
Catchment Board,” he said.
“All of us like to think that at least some of 
the work we do has a useful purpose and it 
is very satisfying to me to see that a few of 
the seeds that I have planted have fallen on 
fertile ground. However, as I said at the award 
ceremony, I have learned at least as much from 
my relationship with ECan through the years 
as they have learned from me.”
It will be part of the Christchurch Health and 
Development Study (CHDS) which has followed 
the health, education and life progress of 1,265 
Christchurch people since their births in mid-1977.
This new project will interview all of these 
people who are parents by the time they turn 30 
next year. 
3The National Centre for Research on Europe 
(NCRE) at the University of Canterbury is 
celebrating ¤156,000 ($NZ322,753) worth of 
grants in the 2006 Jean Monnet Action grants.
The Jean Monnet Action is a European 
Commission initiative aimed at promoting 
knowledge on European integration. The 
grants support research activities, teaching, 
professorial chairs and mobility awards for 
young researchers.
Worldwide, 409 grant applications were 
received for this year’s awards, of which only 
137 were funded. 
The NCRE received seven grants spanning all 
four types of activity the initiative funds and 
its transnational research project application 
was one of only four worldwide to receive 
funding.
NCRE Director Professor Martin Holland said 
the results of the 2006 funding round were 
beyond the centre’s expectations.
“The pleasing aspect was getting seven awards, 
which is really quite unusual. If you get two or 
three you are doing pretty well, so to have got 
so many and across all four types of activity 
— we’re delighted.”
NCRE’s multidisciplinary research project 
looking at perceptions of the European Union 
(EU) as a development actor in the Pacific, 
South East Asia and Southern Africa received 
¤120,000 ($NZ248,271) funding over two years. 
The project, led by Professor Holland and Dr 
Natalia Chaban, will begin next month.
Professor Holland said he believed one of the 
main reasons NCRE was awarded the large 
grant was the way the centre’s previous work 
on perceptions had been received in Brussels. 
The Asia-Pacific Perceptions Project, which 
received a Jean Monnet grant in 2003, was the 
first study to offer the EU an analysis of how it 
was perceived externally.
“To get two large EU grants of this nature 
in three years — I don’t know of another 
example throughout the world where this has 
happened,” he said.
“This project will again allow our expertise to be 
delivered very widely around the world. I think 
it is fair to say NCRE is now known as a leading 
centre that looks at external perceptions of 
the EU.”
Professor Holland was awarded a Jean Monnet 
Chair ad personam. The title is recognition 
of Professor Holland’s expertise in European 
studies and his high regard within the 
international academic community. The chair 
will replace his existing Jean Monnet Chair 
in European Integration and International 
Relations awarded in 2001.
A teaching module on EU Enlargement 
2004 and Beyond, which will be taught by 
Dr Milenko Petrovic, received ¤12,000 ($NZ 
24,827) and four mobility awards, totalling 
¤12,000, went to PhD students Serena Martin, 
Abel Reyna-Rivera and Frendehl Warner and 
research fellow Dr Chaban. The mobility 
awards, which enable young researchers to 
conduct fieldwork in Europe, include return 
airfares to Europe and a monthly stipend. 
Major funding boost for NCRE research
HP New Zealand has awarded the University 
of Canterbury a $110,000 grant for the 
implementation of an Intelligent Tutoring 
System (ITS) within the College of Engineering.
The company, which is a founding partner in 
the NZ ICT Innovation Institute, has made the 
funding available through its Technology for 
Teaching Initiative scheme. 
UC is the only Australasian university to 
receive one of the HP grants. The other 
universities are in Japan, India and Korea.
The grant will help the College of Engineering 
provide 500 mechanical engineering students 
with a modern alternative to the traditional 
tutorial, where getting one-on-one time with a 
tutor can be difficult.
The ITS will analyse an individual student’s 
problem-solving skills and develop a model of 
the student’s abilities and needs, which it will 
use to select challenging problems appropriate 
to the student’s ability.
The team working on the project is led 
by Associate Professor Antonija Mitrovic 
(Computer Science and Software Engineering) 
who says students stand to gain significant 
benefits from the system which will be web-
based and accessible on and off-campus.
“The real benefits will be that students will have 
access to a personalised learning environment. 
Our previous experiences with ITS in the area 
of computer science show that students 
improve their performances significantly by 
working with these systems.”
Technology grant to create tomorrow’s classroom today
Jean Monnet Mobility Award recipients (from left) Serena Martin, Dr Natalia Chaban and Abel Reyna-Rivera pose by the National 
Centre for Research on Europe’s new banners.
To be eligible for the grant, UC had to 
demonstrate it could use mobile technology 
to transform teaching and learning models to 
positively impact on student learning.
Professor Mitrovic says the grant will allow the 
University to build on its previous experience 
with intelligent tutoring systems.
“I believe we have been successful because of 
the group’s proven expertise and leadership in 
the area of artificial intelligence in education.”
Jeff Healey, HP New Zealand’s Corporate 
Enterprise Marketing Manager, says UC is a 
“truly deserving” recipient of the grant.
“The ITS project will transform teaching and will 
help create the classroom of tomorrow, today, 
on its campus.”
(Left to right) Dr Brent Martin, Dr Charles Fleischmann and 
Associate Professor Antonija Mitrovic will implement an 
Intelligent Tutoring System thanks to the HP grant.
4The University of Canterbury and 
Christchurch College of Education have joined 
forces to celebrate Adult Learners’ Week on 
both sides of Ilam Road this year.
Adult Learners’ Week He Tangata ??????????,
running 4 to 10 September, is a time to focus 
on and celebrate the efforts, achievements 
and contribution of adult learners, educators 
and providers. The theme of the week is “Adult 
Learning: Changing Lives, Building Strong 
Communities — Akoranga Pakari Whakawhiti 
Oranga me te Hanga Hapori Pakari”.
UC and CCE have planned a programme of 
activities to celebrate the week, starting with 
a launch and blessing at 12.30pm on Monday 
4 September, at The Family House — Te Whare 
Whanau on the University campus. CCE 
Principal Dr Graham Stoop as well as student 
representatives from UC and CCE will speak 
at the launch and staff and students are 
encouraged to go along to show their support 
for the week.
One of the highlights of the programme is a 
discussion forum on the topic of preparation 
issues and options for entrance to university 
study for adult students. The forum on 
Thursday 7 September, from 1-2.30pm in the 
Coppertop room of the Commerce building, is 
open to all students and staff, as well as the 
local community.
Dr Marion Bowl, senior lecturer in adult and 
community education in UC Opportunity, is 
the guest speaker for the forum. Dr Bowl has 
more than 25 years experience developing and 
managing adult and community education 
initiatives in the UK and internationally. 
Joining Dr Bowl on the panel to lead the 
discussion at the forum will be Carolyn Ford 
(Student Services); John Cook, current UC adult 
student and mentor; and Julie Moon, a recent 
CCE graduate who gained her Diploma of Adult 
Teaching and Learning.
Other activities on the week’s agenda are a 
careers workshop on “Visualising your Future”; 
discussion group meetings for UC adult 
mentors and those they are helping; and a 
celebratory breakfast for all adult students. On 
the CCE campus a workshop will be held at the 
Centre of Adult Education and Training on the 
learning styles of adult students. 
Throughout Adult Learners’ Week there will 
also be interactive displays in both the Central 
Library at UC and the Education Library at CCE, 
focusing on adult students at both campuses, 
including student profiles and information 
on the support programmes and services 
available specifically for adult students.
UC Adult Student Adviser Clare Brennan 
said adult learning was growing rapidly at 
Canterbury. There were nearly 3700 students in 
the age bracket 25+ studying at degree level at 
UC, plus a huge increase in those aged 20-24 
coming in on adult entry rather than straight 
from high school.
“Adult students are becoming more visible on 
campus now. The Family House drop-in centre 
is bursting at the seams. We have about 70 
students a day using it to meet and study, 
compared to 25 to 30 last year.”
The rising numbers of adult students has 
also seen the creation of a number of new 
staff positions in adult student recruitment 
and support over the last four months. Chris 
Hesford has joined the liaison team as a Senior 
Liaison Officer with specific responsibility 
for adult student recruitment, Al Gardner has 
joined Student Services as the Adult Student 
Tutorial and Mentoring Co-ordinator, and 
Simon Lambert is the new ????? Postgraduate 
Co-ordinator.
To find out more about the week’s events and 
how to get involved visit: www.canterbury.
ac.nz/student/adult.
UC and CCE join forces to celebrate adult learning
Recently-appointed staff in the area of adult student recruitment and support (from left) Senior Liaison Officer Chris Hesford, M?ori
Postgraduate Co-ordinator Simon Lambert and Adult Student Tutorial and Mentoring Co-ordinator Al Gardner, look forward to 
celebrating Adult Learners’ Week.
Two of Canterbury University Press’ authors 
will feature in next month’s The Press
Christchurch Writers’ Festival. 
Anna Smith will give a reading from her debut 
novel, Politics 101, as part of the “Hot off the 
Press: Readings from Hot New Books by Hot 
New Zealand Writers” session on Sunday 10 
September. She will join five other writers, 
including the University of Canterbury’s 
Ursula Bethell Writer in Residence Carl Nixon, 
to read passages from their books and share 
the secrets of their success. The session takes 
place between 9.15am and 10.30am in the 
Christchurch Town Hall conference room. 
Later that afternoon composer Philip Norman 
CUP authors feature in local writers’ festival
will offer festival-goers a fascinating glimpse 
into the world of New Zealand music, 
literature and fine arts through the eyes and 
ears of one of this country’s most creative 
sons, Douglas Lilburn, based on the biography 
Douglas Lilburn: His Life and Music. The venue 
for the session, entitled “Lilburn: The Musician 
with the Farmer’s Hands”, will also be the 
conference room of the Christchurch Town Hall 
and will run from 1.30pm to 2.45pm. 
Both sessions cost $5. Bookings can be made 
through The Press Christchurch Writers’ Festival 
office (phone 365 2223) or from Ticketek.
The Ilam campus will also play host to a 
special event on this year’s festival programme. 
In a festival first, organisers have initiated 
a programme for secondary school-aged 
readers and writers called “The University 
of Canterbury Young Writers’ Day”. The 
event will be held on Friday 1 September. All 
secondary schools in the region will be asked 
to nominate their two most promising young 
writers to attend a full day of workshops 
ranging from writing poetry and short fiction 
through to scriptwriting, which will be led by 
tutors from the University’s creative writing 
programme.
More information on The Press Christchurch 
Writers’ Festival is available online at www.
chchwritersfest.co.nz.
5Three Canterbury academics will spend time 
at Oxford University next year, researching 
human rights law, Chinese philosophy and 
Hellenistic poetry.
Professor Philip Joseph (Law), senior lecturer 
Dr Xiaoming Wu (Languages and Culture) 
and Professor Graham Zanker (Classics) have 
been awarded Canterbury Fellowships at the 
University of Oxford for 2007. 
The Visiting Oxford Fellow at Canterbury 
for 2007 will be Mindy Chen-Wishart. The 
Canterbury alumna is a lecturer in the law 
faculty and a tutorial fellow in law at Merton 
College, Oxford. While at Canterbury she will 
lecture in the law of contracts and restitution.
The fellowships are part of the Oxford/
Canterbury Exchange Programme which 
is jointly funded by the Erskine Bequest at 
Canterbury, the University of Canterbury 
and the University of Oxford. First offered in 
2003, the programme recognises the lengthy 
association between the two universities 
dating back to the design of the University of 
Canterbury’s town site, the donation of books 
to College House and a series of distinguished 
visitors to UC over the years.
Professor Joseph heads to Oxford in April to 
research the influence of the Human Rights 
Act 1998 (UK) on public law developments in 
the English courts. The act was modelled on 
the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 and 
Professor Joseph was consulted by the Lord 
Chancellor’s Office prior to the drafting of 
the UK statute because of his research on the 
application of the New Zealand act.
While at Oxford Professor Joseph will give 
undergraduate lectures and faculty seminars 
and has also been invited, through the British 
Institute of Legal Studies, to give a lecture in 
London. 
“I also have a long-standing invitation to 
address the Public Law Centre at Cambridge 
University which I may well take up during my 
time there,” he said.
Professor Joseph’s fellowship marks a special 
family double. Later this year his daughter, 
Rosara, a Canterbury law graduate, heads to 
Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar. She plans to study 
for a BCL (the equivalent of a masters law 
degree) and perhaps stay on to complete an 
MPhil the following year.
Dr Wu said he was looking forward to spending 
time at Oxford as the university was renowned 
for its Chinese studies. 
He heads to Oxford in January and will work on 
modern Chinese philosopher Mou Zongsan’s 
most important work, Xianiang yu wuzhishen
(phenomena and things-in-themselves). He 
hopes his analysis will result in first a journal 
essay and later a major book.
Dr Wu hopes to work closely with Dr Nicholas 
Bunnin, an Oxford scholar of Chinese and 
comparative philosophy who shares Dr Wu’s 
interest in Mou.
Professor Zanker will be based at Oxford’s 
Christ Church College from July to October 
2007. He will spend his time finishing a text, 
translation, and commentary for Oxbow 
Publishers on the third-century BC Greek poet, 
Herodas. 
“He wrote mimes, mostly about unseemly 
characters in society and sordid subjects in 
Oxford exchange beckons for three Canterbury academics
(Left to right) Professor Graham Zanker, Professor Philip Joseph  and  Dr Xiaoming Wu are all heading to Oxford in 2007. 
learned, elegant iambic verse. The mimes 
are brilliant demonstrations of some of 
the most important literary currents of the 
age immediately after Alexander the Great,” 
Professor Zanker said.
“The text comes from a papyrus housed in 
the British Museum which I shall be able to 
examine and discuss with two papyrological 
experts who are fellows of Christ Church.” 
Former civil engineering lecturer John Dean 
has died at the age of 58.
Dr Dean was on the staff from 1978 to 1996 
when he left to study for a Bachelor of Fine 
Arts. 
Civil engineering HOD Associate Professor Alan 
Nicholson said staff were saddened by the 
death of a highly respected colleague.
“John was a brilliant student. He was top of his 
civil engineering graduating class, gaining a 
BE with first class honours, and completed a 
PhD at the University of London, before joining 
the department. He lectured in structural 
engineering and his research focused on the 
serviceability of reinforced and prestressed 
concrete, as well as timber structure design. 
“John was responsible for starting the annual 
first professional student bridge-building 
competition during the mid-80s. The 
competition continues to this day and attracts 
considerable attention from other students on 
campus, as well as the media.”
Dr George Mullenger (Civil Engineering) 
said his former colleague would also be 
remembered for the display he created to mark 
the centenary of the School of Engineering 
in 1987. The model wheel from a Victorian 
steam engine and a cloisters representing the 
University’s old town site symbolised how far 
engineering had come over the century.
Professor Nicholson said Dr Dean was an 
“innovative and creative person” who had 
retired from the department to pursue his 
interests in sculpture.
Dr Dean graduated from Canterbury in 
2003 with a BFA with first class honours. He 
completed an MFA the following year. He 
was awarded the Rosemary Johnson Muller 
Scholarship in 2003 and the Ethel Rose 
Overton Scholarship in 2004.
His wide ranging interests included competing 
in the one-day Coast-to-Coast event, dancing, 
and singing in the Jubilate choir; the latter 
reflecting his passionate interest in music.
Tributes flow for the late John Dean
People
Professor Cynthia Macdonald has been 
appointed an adjunct professor in the School 
of Philosophy and Religious Studies. Professor 
Macdonald has been on the staff at UC since 
1998 and will take up the adjunct position 
when she leaves UC at the end of August. 
Professor Macdonald is to take up a chair to 
lead research at Queen’s University Belfast.
6The battle between competing chemical 
reactions was intense at this year’s 
Canterbury University Chem-E-Car event. 
Ten teams took part in the competition, held at 
the University’s Recreation Centre on 4 August, 
which ended in a tight finish between the top 
three groups.
The Chem-E-Car competition, an annual event 
for the past five years, challenges second 
professional year chemical and process 
engineering students to design and construct 
a car powered by a chemical reaction. The car 
has to carry a specified load over a set distance 
and stop on or close to the finish line. 
At Canterbury University, chemically powered 
cars are part of every second professional year 
students’ design project.
Senior lecturer Ian Gilmour (Chemical and 
Process Engineering) said this year the teams’ 
cars had to carry 380g of water over 22m — and 
the teams did not know the distance or the 
load until an hour before the event.
The CAPENZ66 team, comprising Hilary Davison,
Ben Morgan, Khalid Jaralla, Qi Lu and Wei Song, 
took top honours with a vehicle propelled by a 
zinc/sulphuric acid/lead oxide battery, which 
stopped the car 0.96m from the finish line.
Second was CAPENZ60 — Rob Fleury, Alexandra 
Pooch, Siew Aun Kung Lim and Thomas Trott 
— with a car powered by a copper/zinc battery 
Chemical reactions take off
which stopped 1.28m from the line, followed 
by CAPENZ68 — Nic Field, Rita Jivan, Sam Payne, 
Jun Su and David O’Byrne — with a vehicle 
powered by a copper/zinc battery which 
stopped 3.32m from the line. 
Mr Gilmour said he was very impressed with 
the standard and variety of chemistry and 
with the intensity that the students worked on 
calibrating and testing their cars in the weeks 
leading up to the event.
The top two teams from the Canterbury 
competition will now prepare themselves for 
the Chem-E-Car Grand Final at the CHEMECA 
Conference in Auckland on 19 September 
where they will compete against teams from 
other New Zealand and Australian universities. 
Canterbury University teams have won two out 
of the last four grand finals.
Celebrating their success in the 2006 UC Chem-E-Car competition are (from left) Wei Song, Hilary Davison, Qi Xu, Ben Morgan and 
Khalid Jaralla.
Canterbury University music student Julie 
Johnson is hitting the right notes with her 
first orchestral composition.
Julie, a Master of Music (composition) student, 
has had her orchestral piece Grab the Brass 
Ring selected to be played and recorded by 
the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra (NZSO) 
First orchestral composition makes the grade
as well as by the Auckland Philharmonia 
Orchestra.
“I’m really excited and thrilled about it. I’ve 
composed chamber and choral pieces before, 
and pieces for individual instruments, but I’ve 
never done an orchestral piece so this is all 
quite exciting.”
Grab the Brass Ring was one of nine pieces 
selected for the Auckland Philharmonia Lion 
Foundation Graduate Composers’ Workshop. 
The workshop aims to give composers a 
chance to hear their work performed by a 
professional orchestra. 
Julie attended the first of three Auckland 
sessions with the orchestra in late June and 
has had two months to revise her composition 
before she goes to the next two sessions at 
the end of August. The performance will be 
recorded and Julie will be supplied with a 
recording for her own use.
The piece was also selected for the November 
NZSO-SOUNZ Readings. The readings, a 
collaborative project between the NZSO 
and the Centre for New Zealand Music 
(SOUNZ) aim to increase the likelihood of the 
performance of orchestral music written by 
New Zealand composers.
Up to six works are chosen for the readings 
Julie Johnson.
and over two days in Wellington the works are 
rehearsed, performed and recorded.
Julie said hearing her piece played for the first 
time by the Auckland Philharmonia was both 
exciting and terrifying.
“It was a combination of two feelings 
— excitement at hearing it and apprehension 
about something going wrong or it being a 
complete disaster. But it went really well. I’m 
making a few changes in the central part 
before the next session but overall it sounded 
good.”
Writing an orchestral composition is part of 
the course requirement for Julie’s masters 
degree. Initially quite daunted by the task, Julie 
found inspiration for her piece in a book about 
carousel art work. Early American carousels 
had brass rings riders could grab as they went 
round then throw into the middle for a prize.
“The carousel was in my mind as I wrote 
and its rhythm forms the base for Grab the 
Brass Ring. It’s a contemporary piece but the 
orchestration is quite romantic. It starts slow 
but picks up momentum and rises and falls as 
it progresses.”
With her first orchestral composition out of 
the way, Julie said writing a few more did not 
seem like a bad idea. 
7Three University of Canterbury staff members 
have every reason to make a song and dance 
about their recent success.
Philippa Beckman (UC Opportunity), Heather 
Jonson (Student Health) and Liz Velde 
(Human Resources) were part of the 115-strong 
Christchurch City Chorus awarded the 2006 
Champion Chorus title at this year’s national 
Sweet Adelines singing competition.
The gold-medal winning performance by the 
local chorus means they will represent New 
Zealand at the Sweet Adelines International 
Convention and Competition in Calgary, 
Canada, in October next year.
Sweet Adelines is an international organisation 
of women singers committed to advancing 
the musical art form of barbershop harmony 
through education and performance.
UC’s three golden girls are passionate 
spokeswomen for the Christchurch chorus and 
sing the praises of the organisation, literally.
Mrs Beckman (baritone) joined Sweet Adelines 
13 years ago, Ms Jonson (bass) eight, and Mrs 
Velde (baritone) joined two-and-a–half years 
ago. 
Their reasons for joining echo each other 
— their love of the showmanship of performing 
in a style which involves song, dance and 
four-part harmony. Their reasons for staying 
committed to their “fulltime hobby” are fun, 
ongoing musical education, challenge of 
competitions, and friendship.
“The key thing about the Christchurch City 
Chorus is the strength of the bond; we’re like a 
family,” Ms Jonson said.
“In sporting terms, if you ignore the sequins, 
we’re comparable to the Crusaders when we 
are competing,” said Ms Beckman. “We give 
it everything and so far when we’ve gone 
head-to-head with the other top New Zealand 
choruses, we‘ve come out on top.” 
The Christchurch City Chorus has won every 
national competition it has competed in 
(champion choruses are not eligible to enter 
the year following a win). This year the 
international judges gave the chorus the 
fourth highest score in the world for their 
ballad and uptune, an upbeat song with 
choreography.
Mrs Beckman, who like Ms Jonson has 
competed at international level twice before, 
said being ranked fourth worldwide from 
regional competition tallies this year meant 
that Christchurch City Chorus had its best 
chance yet for a top 10 placing in 2007. 
The chorus is well under way learning its songs 
and moves for next year. Members will also be 
gearing up fundraising efforts from now on 
as it will cost in the vicinity of $750,000 to get 
the contingent of 150 singers and support crew 
frocked up and over to Canada for their shot at 
an international title. 
UC’s golden girls singing their way to Calgary
While Christchurch has one of the larger 
choruses internationally, the UC members said 
they were always on the lookout for members 
and a six-week new membership programme 
was about to start. 
A new monograph series focused on adult 
and community learning was launched at UC 
Opportunity in late July. 
The first issue, Learning Transitions, presents 
research on transitional learning experiences 
of adult and international students carried out 
by staff in UC Opportunity and the Academic 
Skills Centre. 
In congratulating those who contributed 
to the monograph, Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
Professor Ian Town said it was important that 
a unit such as UC Opportunity was research 
active and encouraged staff to reflect on their 
teaching practice. 
An extract from one of the papers, “Mature 
Students on the Threshold of Understanding”, 
was read by one of the contributors, Dr Marion 
Bowl, who joined UC Opportunity in January as 
senior lecturer in adult and community 
education. Prior to this, Dr Bowl was a senior 
education lecturer at the University of 
Birmingham and manager of Reachout, a UK 
community-based adult access to higher 
education initiative she established nine years 
ago. 
She believed the monograph established a 
research basis for the work UC Opportunity 
did bringing together people who worked in 
different areas, who were concerned with the 
same type of issues. “It has been useful to 
show that we do have research capacity here.”
The monograph also helps to establish links 
with research done in the United Kingdom. Her 
paper in the monograph provides an English 
perspective on the transition to fulltime 
higher education for mature students. This is 
complemented by a paper by Carole Acheson 
and Stephanie Day (Academic Skills Centre) on 
the effectiveness of academic skills courses for 
adult students. 
One of the commonalities across countries 
is the experience of students coming to 
university from “non-traditional” backgrounds 
— students who might not have expected to 
come to university five or 10 years ago.
“These students sometimes experience 
particular difficulties with the university 
environment and expectations placed upon 
them because they haven’t been educated 
in a way that aimed them towards university. 
Some of the academic expectations are 
unfamiliar to them,” Dr Bowl said. 
Dr Marion Bowl with the first issue of the new monograph.
Monograph puts spotlight on adult learning
The Christchurch City Chorus receives rapturous applause from the audience as it finishes its set during the national Sweet Adelines 
singing competition.
All three women are happy to be contacted by 
anyone interested in joining or wanting to help 
out with sponsorship.
8Platform arts festival under way
After months of planning, the University of 
Canterbury’s first ever arts festival, Platform,
is now under way.
The festival, showcasing the creative and 
artistic talents of both University staff and 
students, kicked off with a grand opening 
at the SOFA Gallery, in The Arts Centre, on 
10 August where UC photographer and 
printmaker Cathryn Shine’s exhibition, Sotto 
Un Cielo Avorio (Under an Ivory Sky), is being 
held until 14 September.
Events that have already been held include: 
an Elizabethan concert; a recital by the 
University’s baroque music ensemble, Il
Raccolto; a performance by musicians from the 
Pettman Junior Academy of Music; two free 
lectures; and a master-class for piano. 
For those keen to get a taste of the arts at 
Canterbury there are still plenty of events to 
come before the festival ends on 26 August. 
Among them are performances of the opera, 
The God Boy, in the Ngaio Marsh Theatre (17 
and 18 August); the Free Theatre’s multi-media 
production, Fantasia, (18, 19, 24, 25 and 26 
August); and two more sessions with Richard 
Till in Dick’s Entertaining Guide (22 and 26 
August).
Also coming up are the second Macmillan 
Brown Lecture at the Christchurch Art Gallery 
on 18 August, The Four Seasons performed by 
violinist Roman Nodel and musicians from the 
Pettman Junior Academy of Music (19 August), 
a gala concert by Dame Malvina Major (21 
August), the 25th anniversary concert of the 
Bunker Studio (21 August), The Virtuoso Violin 
concert featuring Roman Nodel (22 August), 
and the Canterbury Cellists in Cellissimo (24 
August).
The Red Bus Diary exhibition, featuring 
photographs taken by UC student Tim Veling, 
runs until 3 September at the CoCA Gallery, 
and Southern Exposure: The Nude at Canterbury
featuring works from the University’s art 
collection will be held at the University’s 
Central Library until 3 September.
Tickets for all events, apart from Fantasia and 
the free art exhibitions, can be bought from 
Ticketek. Tickets for Fantasia are being sold 
from Te Puna Toi, the old library building, at 
The Arts Centre.
A full programme of events can be found on 
the University’s website at www.canterbury.
ac.nz/platform.
Cathryn Shine at the Platform grand opening.
Canterbury University Chancellor Dr Robin Mann (left) with MDS Law partner Don McBeath and his wife Tui at the opening of the 
exhibition Southern Exposure: The Nude at Canterbury.
Elric Hooper (back) and Isaac Pawson having fun at 
The God Boy rehearsals.
 A scene from Fantasia. Performing sonatas for cello and piano in the Great Hall of the Arts centre are lecturer Edith Salzmann and pianist Michelle Hurnik.
















